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About This Game

1998. HALF-LIFE sends a shock through the game industry with its combination of pounding action and continuous, immersive
storytelling. Valve's debut title wins more than 50 game-of-the-year awards on its way to being named "Best PC Game Ever" by

PC Gamer, and launches a franchise with more than eight million retail units sold worldwide.

NOW. By taking the suspense, challenge and visceral charge of the original, and adding startling new realism and
responsiveness, Half-Life 2 opens the door to a world where the player's presence affects everything around him, from the

physical environment to the behaviors even the emotions of both friends and enemies.

The player again picks up the crowbar of research scientist Gordon Freeman, who finds himself on an alien-infested Earth being
picked to the bone, its resources depleted, its populace dwindling. Freeman is thrust into the unenviable role of rescuing the

world from the wrong he unleashed back at Black Mesa. And a lot of people he cares about are counting on him.

The intense, real-time gameplay of Half-Life 2 is made possible only by Source®, Valve's new proprietary engine technology.
Source provides major enhancements in:

Characters: Advanced facial animation system delivers the most sophisticated in-game characters ever seen. With 40
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distinct facial "muscles," human characters convey the full array of human emotion, and respond to the player with
fluidity and intelligence.
Physics: From pebbles to water to 2-ton trucks respond as expected, as they obey the laws of mass, friction, gravity, and
buoyancy.
Graphics: Source's shader-based renderer, like the one used at Pixar to create movies such as Toy Story® and Monster's,
Inc.®, creates the most beautiful and realistic environments ever seen in a video game.
AI: Neither friends nor enemies charge blindly into the fray. They can assess threats, navigate tricky terrain, and fashion
weapons from whatever is at hand.
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The \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 is this? ripoff of unturned 2.2.5. Just get unturned. 10x better.. You can pet the dog in this
game. Whatever you do, don't delete the well in the bear's enclosure when in missions D:

Good little time killer of a game.

Pros:
Lots of horses! (you can actually ride them)
More animals than just horses though.
Breeding is insanely quick. @_@
Lot of creative options as visitors love decorations and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Use DNA to recreate extinct
animals!

Cons:
Graphics are old
Both animals and visitors are crazy picky. They freak over every tiny thing and you spend all this time trying to make them
happy and then they aren't happy anyway.
Had a mission to get horses to jump over fire, they refused. RIP
May have some errors on trying to leave game (minor)
The community is kind of dead?

Overall I'd recommend, but do try to grab on sale ;D

. Just wonderfull assistant that will not leave you bored for a day. Just turn any music whatever you want, and you will get a
positive charge for whole day.

. I've played it twice over so far. Once by myself, another with a friend beside me.

Ignore the negative reviews. This isn't Fortnite. This is an atmospheric, story driven psychological horror.
Play The Cat Lady, then Downfall, and then top it off with this beautiful finale.

-Soundtrack is absolutely amazing.
-Voice acting is quite great.
-Pacing feels perfect. There's never a drag or a dull moment.
-There's so much attention to detail in the background and foreground. i.e. subtle symbolism.
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-Choices do matter and will change certain things.
-Clearly a work of passion.
-VERY reasonably priced for what it delivers compared to most AAA trash that costs $60 + day 1 DLC
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One word...addictive

One sentence to explain this game...How many foes can you drag down to hell with you within 25 minutes! (and if you die, you
start all over).

100\/100. Short but Sweet! I have played quite a few RPG Makers and I have to say that this game is whole heartedly unique in
terms of gameplay and atmosphere. The feeling of Silent Hill and Resident Evil does come to mind when you commence the
game and the uneasy feeling of what can be lurking around the corner is prominent throughout the game. The negative is that it
has only taken me less then three hours to complete the game; there should have been many more types of enemies; a few gun
options would have elevated the experience; and more characters to interact with may have added to the story.
Notwithstanding the aforementioned, the game was solid and delievered the intentions that the creator set out for. I truly hope
the creator of the game ops to deliver another horror\/survival game.. While this game may not be graphicly impressive or very
realstic, but i have had more fun with this than i have had with other tank games out there (namely WoT and War Thunder) the
lack of track animation is slightly annoying, there are bigger problems with the game. at certian times it will freeze with its
loading animation in the center of the screen, but a quick restart of the game fixes it right up and you can start at the latest
checkpoint. As i play through more, diffrent tanks are arrive so that compleant is gone, now i see somthing that is really...quite
amazing, the voice actors TRY. your Russian crew sounds diffrent from your German crew (mind blown). Even better are a few
changes in the missions (which are long BTW which is fun) in one of the German missions you encounter KV-1s, which are
difficult to kill, but they do NOT become the main tank for the rest of the mission (like most games would do) because, as your
crew says, they are expermental and not 'battle ready' yet, which is really cool. still, i love this game, and i want modders to find
this and make it even better than it already is
lets break down the review

gameplay-9\/10
Story- (its WWII and you are common tankers, so) N\/A
Charicters- 7\/10
graphics- 6\/10 (2007, i can't blame it too much but, it could be better)
Difficulty-8\/10(can be changed)
amount of tanks 9\/10 (no game can be perfect)
overall-8.44300194\/10
This is not a game changer in the world of tank games, this is fun, simple and great worth grabbing just for some tank action (or
Panzer action, or for those that are good at tanks, panzer elite action). i have had this ontop of my wishlist for many years and it
is great to finaly be able to play this game. lets just say that the hype has not let me down.
this game is fantastic and will make u nut evry time you twirl the crystals out of the bush

i rate this automobile 8.6 out of 10. Just as good as the first! You won't regret it.... This is probably one of my favorite games in
a long time. You basically need to build algorithms and get the job done, but don't have to worry about debugging because of
syntax errors. You can run several games really quickly and constantly be thinking about what new strategy you apply.. Akward
movement system, cant move around freely, Controls are mapped in a very strange way. Cant grab objects as you usually can in
vr.. Very disappointing. Not ready to be sold. The maker should check what make it to hard to play or understand what is going
on. Users are not supposed to watch one hour of tutorial to learn how to play.

New evaluation
After playing 36 more hours I have decided this game is extreamly fun. You just need some patients.. Story is moderately
interesting, but the reason I don't recommend it is because they tried to make the mechanics too complex and it failed horribly.
Your goals are frequently poorly explained, people change gender mid-conversation, you can sometimes take actions based on
information you haven't actually learned (or at the very least wasn't properly explained to the player), your character will
sometimes talk about things that haven't happened, and certain confrontations can be repeated which is just bizarre.
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